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Ostello di Venezia 

"Perfect Hotel for Young Backpackers"

Venice is one of the most visited and most beautiful cities of the world,

hence finding cheap but great accommodation here could be a bit of a

challenge, especially for young backpackers on a tight budget. Ostello di

Venezia stands proud to help such youngsters in enjoying a wonderful

stay at the historic city without burning a hole in their wallets. The hostel

is beautifully decorated and looks nothing like a budget hostel. Their

lobby is plush; furnished with comfortable couches and equipped with HD

TVs. The reception desk is available 24 hours for all seven days and

rooms here are well maintained, furnished with clean beds and bathrooms

have cold as well as warm showers. Special rooms can be assigned for

female tourists as well. After a day of sightseeing, you can always relax at

their on-site bar and treat your palate with some local dishes. When you

leave; you are sure to collect many memories and new friends from here.

 +39 041 523 5689  www.hostelvenice.org/  Fondamenta Zitelle 86, Veneza
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Ostello Santa Fosca 

"Young Backpacker's Delight"

There is something unique about taking a trip alone or backpacking with

friends; the solitude is addictive and if you are taking such a trip to Venice

be rest assured at Ostello Santa Fosca you won't miss home a bit. The

hostel has a proven track record of comfortably accommodating

numerous backpackers from around the globe. Located 10 minutes away

from the train station once you arrive here; you can choose between

renting a private room or sharing a dormitory with other occupants, either

ways the hostel leaves very little room for complaints. Equipped with a

decent kitchen and appliances you can cook your own breakfast and head

out for sightseeing using their free city map. When indoors, stay

connected to the outside world with the use of their WiFi services and

television. Making new friends comes absolutely complimentary here!

 +39 041 71 5775  www.ostellosantafosca.it/  ostello@santafosca.it  Fondamenta Canal 2372,

Veneza

 by Booking.com 

The Silk Road 

"Excellent Hostel; Safe and Cozy"

During the ancient times The Silk Route brought about cultural exchange

between various merchants of the world; hostel The Silk Road is a similar

melting pot. The adorable gem which is located overlooking the beautiful

Venetian canal has only eight rooms but all of them have been maintained

and furnished with utmost care. Four of these rooms are reserved only for

female travelers; the rest are mixed dorms. The rooms are airy and lit up

once the windows let in all the gorgeous sunlight. Equipped with private

bathrooms and personal lockers, rooms also provide WiFi access. If you

wish to enjoy postcard views of the city after a long day of sightseeing

head to The Silk Road. They accept payment only by cash.

 +39 3881196816  www.silkroadhostel.com  info@silkroadhostel.com  E Dorsoduro 1420, Veneza
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Hotel Colombo 

"Modern Hotel"

Hotel Colombo is located in the center of Marghera, near the train station

in Mestre. It can be reached easily from the motorway and is linked to

Venice by a good bus service. The rooms, which are quiet and peaceful,

are furnished in a modern, functional style and offer a range of services.

Featuring 50 comfortable, well-appointed rooms, the hotel is quite the

value-for-money. There is also a bar, a restaurant and private garage for

the use of hotel guests.

 +39 041 92 0711  info@venicebackpackershostel.com  Viale Antonio Paolucci 5, Veneza
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